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Abstract 
 
This thesis investigates the performance of a search engine that uses NLP methods in order               
to find out if the use of triplets could improve search results when compared to a traditional                 
search engine. In order to evaluate the proposed method a simple search engine was              
implemented in PHP. The indexing process included parsing a collection of selected            
documents with the Stanford CoreNLP parser to be able to extract potential triplets that              
were stored in an inverted index. Searching and ranking was done by using tf-idf to get a                 
list of documents relevant to a search query. 
 
The results of this thesis showed that integrating NLP in a search engine has the potential                
of increasing the focus of a search and to more accurately identify the context of               
documents. This conclusion is based on the search results that were generally more focused              
toward a specific context compared to the traditional method, which provided a mixed             
distribution of documents. Even if the engine performed well the NLP methods used in the               
indexing process decreased the size of the index, which also affected the search process.              
Search terms had to be very specific and short in order to yield any results, which made the                  
performance inconsistent compared to the traditional engine. 
 
By analysing the implementation along with the results, a solution to the indexing problem              
would be to integrate the extracted triplets during the ranking process as an additional              
weighting method. This would result in a fully extensive index and the ability to weigh a                
document based on both term frequency and the semantical importance of a term. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet has quickly become one of the largest distributors of information in today’s society              
[6, 14] and as the usage increases and the range of available information grows, it gets more                 
and more important to be able to find relevant information. Search engines are systems that               
are designed to search for information on the web and provide the user with pages or                
documents relevant to a search query. The search engine is constantly indexing web pages,              
this is a process of collecting and parsing data from the page and commonly counting the                
occurrence of each word or phrase in the text. When a search query is entered the system                 
fetches all indexed pages that include the terms and ranks each page based on algorithms to                
get an optimized search result [3]. 
 
The world’s leading search engines [13] are designed to handle all sorts of information              
written in any language and therefore they need to be very extensive. In order to be efficient                 
these systems base their indexing and information retrieval on primitive methods that are             
fast but sometimes give broad and unspecified results [4, 3, 23]. Because of this, there is                
potential in developing customized search engines that search through a smaller amount of             
indexed documents focusing its resources on the quality of the search instead of quantity. 
 
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of study comprising research on how to make               
computers understand human language and communication. As the use of search engines            
increases the ability to handle advanced search questions also becomes more and more             
important. Modern search engines use NLP to calculate the stemming of words in a search               
query to get result pages that might be related to the original keywords but not include the                 
exact words written in the query [25]. The development of NLP has increased rapidly in               
recent years and machine learning can now be used to analyse complete sentences, which              
provides a way to determine different keywords in a sentence such as subjects, verbs and               
objects. Modern search engines do not use any advanced NLP since the human language is               
complex, it becomes a very complicated task for a search engine to handle multiple languages               
on such an extensive level. 
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1.1 Motivation and research questions 

Traditional methods for information retrieval in search engines generally do not use            
extensive language processing because of the complexity of processing all existing languages            
accurately. Modern search engines generally give broad and sometimes unspecified search           
results and therefore, there is potential in developing search engines that use NLP methods,              
and are able to focus and specify a search [11]. 
 
This study will investigate how NLP can be integrated into a search engine by indexing a                
collection based on potential subjects, predicates or objects, also known as triplets. The goal              
is to develop a simple search engine that use known NLP methods in order to parse and                 
index a collection based on triplets rather than the “bag of words” method used in traditional                
search engines, more on the “bag of words” model in section 2.4. This motivates the               
following research questions: 
 

● RQ1: How to implement a keyword based search engine based on NLP methods? 
 

● RQ2: How can NLP be used to improve a search result? 
 

● RQ3: How does the proposed method perform compared to a traditional method? 
 

1.2 Scope of the work 

To limit the complexity of the problem and the amount of data that has to be analysed it has                   
been decided to solely handle pure textual documents within a certain subject area. These              
documents could for example be news feeds, technical specifications, articles or ads. Outside             
of this scope, a search engine would traditionally be able to handle textual documents,              
images, videos and other forms of media within any given subject. All text documents will be                
written in a certain language to minimize the analytical process. Various typos and             
grammatical incorrect sentences are something that will occur in the documents but this will              
not be handled by the system as it is outside the focus of the study. In a real world                   
application the engine would be able to handle multiple languages unless it is designed to               
specifically be used within a certain region or country. A sophisticated search engine would              
also be able to handle typos since queries or textual documents frequently contains             
misspelled words that would be excluded from a textual analysis. 
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1.3 Ethical considerations 

With the increase of accessible personal information along with the development of smarter             
search engines, the context of this matter raise many privacy concerns. One privacy issue              
occurs when a search engine company stores personal information or search data about their              
users. Even though many of these users do not expressly consent to have their information               
collected or shared, this information can potentially be made available on the web or being               
used by the company or their advertisers [35]. Another privacy issue is the possibility of               
using search engines for questionable, or even dangerous purposes. Since the amount of             
personal information available increases, stalking, among other things, is getting easier.           
There have been cases where people were stalked and eventually killed by their stalkers. By               
using standard search facilities the stalker was able to find out where the person lived,               
worked and so forth. Another privacy issue concerns the amount of control people have of               
information about them. For example, personal information about an individual might be            
posted to a questionable website without the person’s consent. This information could then             
be analysed by companies or organisations which could complicate future employment           
opportunities for the person. The issue arise when companies trust all information they find              
on the web and base their decision on that even though the person does not have control over                  
it. 
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2. Background 

2.1 Web Search Engines 

A web search engine is a software system designed to search for information on the internet                
based on a search query entered by the user. The search result is usually represented on a                 
Search Engine Result Page (SERP) that contains a list of links to web pages, images or videos                 
considered relevant to the search query. At the most basic level, all search engines share               
three processes that are running in near real time. These three components are web crawling,               
indexing and searching [3]. 

2.1.1 Web crawling 

Web crawling [16] is done by a “spider” that fetches information by crawling from site to site                 
on the web. As a page is analysed all links are extracted for further crawling and refetching is                  
also scheduled. This means that the extracted information indexed by the crawler is a              
snapshot of each page at one point in time until it is fetched again by the spider. 

2.1.2 Indexing 

The fetched information is parsed and stored in the search engine database by the indexing               
process [3]. Depending on the indexing method, the language of the information is             
determined and the text is broken down into paragraphs, sentences or words. Common             
words, called stop words, generally do not add meaning to a search and are generally omitted                
from the index [8]. Words such as “a”, “the”, “on”, “where” as well as single digits or single                  
letters are categorised as stop words and appear on so many pages that they will not                
contribute to find relevant results. The remaining set of keywords are then further analysed              
and language determiners such as stemming is calculated, more on stemming in section 2.2.              
The parsed information from the text corpus is finally indexed and stored in the search               
engine database. The index is usually sorted alphabetically by search terms and keywords,             
each index entry stores a list of documents in which the term appears and some further                
information about the location of the keyword in the text. 

2.1.3 Searching 

Searching is done by entering a search query into the search engine. The system then               
analyses the query to exclude or include certain parameters used during the document             
retrieval process. The search starts by collecting all indexed pages that include every keyword              
from the query. The specific keywords in the query do not yield the optimal number of                
results because there are usually variations and synonyms of those keywords, therefore the             
system uses query expansion, see section 2.2. This result usually contains hundreds of             
thousands of pages and therefore further algorithms are applied to rank and sort the most               
relevant pages [31]. 
 
Google ranks their pages by asking hundreds of different questions to each page in order to                
rank all the result pages. A few examples are how many times the page contains the                
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keywords, if they appear in the title, url or the text-corpora. The system also evaluates the                
quality of the page and finally its PageRank. PageRank [17] is a formula developed by the                
founders of Google, which rates a pages importance by looking at how many outside links               
point to it. All these factors are combined to calculate the overall score of each page which is                  
then ordered in a list on the SERP. 

2.2 Query expansion 

Query expansion is used to expand a search query in order to improve the information               
retrieval process [32]. The method reformulates a query through different operations which            
expands the search and allows a larger amount of documents to be analysed and ranked. This                
method is implemented based on the assumption that users do not always formulate queries              
with the best terms. Since queries might be short and ambiguous [33] personalized query              
expansion methods has been developed [30]. These methods use the user search history to              
add context or already popular keywords to the ambiguous query. The most common             
operations used in query expansion are finding synonyms of words and stemming words to              
find their morphological form. Synonyms are usually found through lexical databases such as             
WordNet, which is further explained in section 2.4.1. Stemming however, is the process used              
in query expansion to shorten words to their word stem, or base [28]. Stemming algorithms               
have been studied since the 1960s and works by removing specific characters or suffixes from               
a word that provides a version that can gain access to more words in the index. 

2.3 Natural Language Processing 

NLP [5] is a field of study concerning the interaction between computers and human              
languages. NLP is used in various different software and a few examples are: voice              
recognition, machine translation, information extraction and search engines. Up to the           
1980s most NLP systems were based on manually written sets of rules. However, the              
introduction of machine learning and the steady increase of computational power allowed            
the development of modern NLP algorithms. Within NLP research there are two common             
machine learning techniques being used today, supervised learning and unsupervised          
learning. Supervised learning is a way of training the system using training data. The training               
data is a set of examples where each example consists of an input object and the desired                 
output value. Unsupervised learning is the task of finding and learning hidden structures             
from unlabeled data without knowing the expected outcome, this is what distinguishes            
unsupervised learning from supervised learning. 
 
The challenges of NLP research and machine learning is not to understand or translate              
words, but to understand the meaning of sentences. This is a recurring challenge within all               
fields of NLP such as machine translation, where translating single words is easy but              
preserving meaning when translating a sentence is much more complicated. Spam filters are             
faced with the same problem, understanding false-positive and false-negative sentences in           
messages. A statistical technique called Bayesian spam filtering [15] measures the incidence            
of words in an email against its typical occurrence in spam and non-spam emails. 
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Triplet extraction, or Open Information Extraction (Open IE) [2], is the process used when              
extracting subjects, predicates and objects from a sentence. Extraction is done by analysing             
the noun and verb phrase subtrees in a parsed sentence to find single words or tuplets that                 
act as subjects, predicates or objects. This information can be used to follow and understand               
what happens to a specific person in a story or to define the overall context of a text-corpora. 

2.3.1 Part-Of-Speech tagging 

One of the most important tasks in NLP research is to determine the part of speech of each                  
word in a given sentence. Since many languages have words that can serve as multiple parts                
of speech, ambiguity is a major problem within NLP research. Common words such as “can”               
can either be a noun or verb, the word “set” can be a noun, verb or adjective and other words                    
can be at least five different parts of speech. Part-Of-Speech tagging (POS-tagging) [22] is a               
process that involves determining the part of speech of these ambiguous words. There are              
several approaches to tagging, including stochastic models, constraint grammar tagging and           
transformation-based tagging. Stochastic models such as Hidden Markov Models [20] use           
machine learning to pick the most likely tag for each word while transformation-based             
tagging combines symbolic and stochastic approaches to refine its tags via several passes. 

2.3.2 Hidden Markov Models 

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) is a statistical stochastic model that is used in POS-tagging              
to disambiguate parts of speech. The method involves counting different cases and making             
tables of the probabilities of certain sequences. By analysing pairs in a set of training data,                
the algorithm analyses the second value and calculates the probability of that value to occur               
after the first value. Based on a word in a sentence, the following word could possibly be a                  
noun or an adjective a majority of the time and sometimes even a number. Knowing this, the                 
system can decide the part of speech of an ambiguous word easier. 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Graph traversal of a sentence using HMM. 

 
Figure 1 shows a sentence with multiple ambiguous words being traversed by HMM. The              
first word is most likely to be followed by a noun instead of a verb, “dog” is defined as a noun                     
in this case. HMM’s will always choose the path with the highest probability score and               
therefore defines the following word “saw” as a verb. Analysing pairs is not enough to               
disambiguate every possible sentence, seeing as different part of speech could have the same              
probability score, it is necessary to develop HMM’s that learn the probabilities of triplets or               
even larger sequences. 
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2.3.3 Phrase Structure Grammar 

The parsing of a phrase structure grammar [9] is a method used in NLP to disambiguate                
sentences by identifying the syntactic structure and different phrases in the sentence. There             
are two methods for parsing; constituency-based and dependency-based parsing.         
Constituency-based parsing focuses on identifying phrases and their recursive structure          
while dependency-based parsing focuses on relations between words. 
 
Phrase structure parsing is usually represented as a root-based parse tree as seen in Figure 2.                
There are three types of nodes in a parse tree, terminal nodes that are located at the bottom                  
of the tree containing a single word, pre-terminals that are directly connected to each              
terminal node holding its part of speech and non-terminal nodes that contain a phrase or a                
higher syntactic structure. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Constituency and dependency-based parse trees of a sentence. 

 
A parse tree allows the system to identify noun and verb-phrases that can be used to identify                 
potential subjects, predicates and objects within the sentence. This information is necessary            
to derive meaning from sentences and can be used to understand the context of a               
text-corpora. 
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2.4 Related work 

2.4.1 WordNet 

WordNet is a lexical database for the English language [34]. It is designed to group words                
into sets of synonyms also called synsets. The database is freely available for anyone to               
download and therefore it has become widely used within NLP and artificial intelligence             
applications. The most common use of WordNet is to find synonyms to a search term in a                 
query expansion process to determine the similarity between words. Several algorithms have            
been proposed including measuring the distance among the edges of WordNets’ graph            
structure to measure the similarity or meaning of words and synsets. The application is also               
used in query expansion to find the synonyms of terms in a query. 

2.4.2 Bag of words model and tf-idf 

A “bag of words” model [29] is an algorithm that counts how many times a word appears in a                   
document. The purpose of the model is to represent a text as a multiset of its words, that is,                   
ignoring the order of the words and discarding grammar but keeping its multiplicity. The              
word counts makes it possible to compare documents and calculate their similarities, but no              
semantical structure is stored. The model is used in applications like search engines or              
document classification applications. 
 
Term Frequency-Inverted Document Frequency (tf-idf) [21] is a weighting scheme based on            
the bag of words model. Tf-idf is used in information retrieval that assigns a weight for each                 
term in a document based on its term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf).               
Tf measures the number of times a word appear in a given document and since common                
words appear frequently in all documents, they need to be less valuable compared to rare               
words. This is solved by calculating the idf, which means that the more documents a word                
appears in, the less valuable it is. 

2.4.3 Stanford Parser 

The Stanford Parser [26] is a natural language parser developed by the NLP Group at               
Stanford University. The parser includes both highly optimized Probabilistic Context Free           
Grammar (PCFG) parsers, lexicalized dependency parsers and a lexicalized PCFG parser.           
The parser can give the base forms of words, their POS-tag and provide universal              
dependency and constituency parse trees. The Stanford Parser is written in Java and adapted              
to work with major human languages such as English, German, Chinese and Arabic. 
 
Along with the stand-alone Parser mentioned above, Stanford also provides a toolkit called             
CoreNLP [27], which includes a set of NLP analysis tools from the Parser. The CoreNLP can                
provide the base forms of words and their POS-tags along with the ability to mark up the                 
structure of sentences, word dependencies and the support for Open IE. This toolkit is              
designed to run as a simple web service and has available interfaces for most major               
programming languages which makes it easy to apply in small applications.  
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3. Method 

To perform this thesis a simple prototype of a search engine had to be implemented (NLP                
Engine). The prototype includes formatting and parsing the collection of documents,           
indexing the collection and finally, to use basic information retrieval to yield a list of relevant                
results based on a search query. The prototype was implemented in PHP on a local system                
and the collection was a set of text files stored in a folder accessed by the program. To be able                    
to evaluate the results of the proposed method a control engine had to be implemented.               
Rather than relying on NLP methods, the control engine used the traditional bag of words               
method to index the collection. Both engines used the same searching and ranking methods              
to focus the evaluation process toward the indexing methods. The study was performed             
according to the diagram shown in Figure 3. 
 

  

 
Figure 3: Overview of the methodology 

3.1 Selection of documents 

Considering the limitations of this thesis regarding the size of the collection only news              
articles within a specified area were chosen as search data. The collection was retrieved by               
Google’s News feed and consisted of 30 news articles revolving around the 2016 US election.               
Articles were found by searching for “us election” and by manually choosing articles based on               
the following criterias; The document had to be released by an established publisher and              
contain at least 500 words. The subject of the article had to involve predictions, results or                
information about the participants or their parties, which meant that any article regarding             
relative subjects such as stock markets, late night shows or guides on how to vote were                
omitted. Half of the articles were fetched between 6 and 7 november, 2016 and the other half                 
was fetched between 9 and 10 november, 2016. The reason behind this was to be able to                 
evaluate the importance of keywords in different contexts. 
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3.2 Selection of search queries 

Since the collection was very limited in size it was very important to ask the right type of                  
questions. Search queries are usually constructed the same way we ask questions to other              
people, that is, providing some context of the question, like a name, a place or period in time.                  
For example, “Will Clinton win the presidency?” and “Who will win the US election 2016?”               
are the usual way of formulating questions to a search engine. These queries provides the               
search engine with general knowledge about the time of the event or the context, like               
“presidency” and “US election 2016”. The queries also provide information about the subject             
which is “Who” or “Clinton” and therefore makes the subject revolving around a person.              
Finally the queries provides a predicate that asks what will happen to this person which in                
this case is “win”. Traditional search engines usually contain web pages, articles, images and              
videos from many different sources and therefore needs all this information in order to yield               
any valuable results. Since the context of the collection used in this thesis is very limited, the                 
queries had to be limited as well. 
 
Section 3.2.1 shows that the traditional approach of asking search questions will not yield              
any meaningful results in this experiment since the engine does not handle stop words. In               
order to yield any valuable results from the collection the queries were stripped down to the                
most essential keywords. The queries did not include known stop words since they were              
removed in the indexing process and would not yield any matches to improve the search.               
Since the context of the collection was known no phrases defining the event were required               
such as “US election 2016” or “presidency 2016”. The questions rarely exceeded two unique              
keywords because of the small chance of each term existing in an article, this was because of                 
the limited amount of words indexed by the NLP engine along with the limited size of the                 
collection. Finally queries were mainly aimed at specific phrases or words that would be              
prominent in articles written before (pre-election) or after the election (post-election) such            
as predictions or final results. Ambiguous terms, like names or places, were also used in               
order to evaluate the performance. 

3.2.1 Search query examples 

In order to clarify why the search questions were designed the way they were this section will                 
demonstrate how the engine handles queries. Ordinary search queries for a traditional            
search engine could be “Will Clinton win the presidency?” or “How did Donald Trump win               
the US election?”. The chosen collection only contains articles from the US election 2016,              
which makes the the words “presidency” and “US election” redundant since the context is              
already known. Including these words might also yield worse results because beyond all             
other terms the article needs to contain those keywords as well, which might not be the case.                 
The control engine filters out any stop words in the indexing process and the NLP engine                
only extracts triplets which makes any stop word redundant in the query. The following table               
3.2 demonstrates how the indexing process of the two engines removes a majority of the               
search terms and therefore makes longer search queries redundant for this experiment. 
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Query NLP Engine Control Engine 

Will Clinton win the presidency? Clinton, win, 
presidency 

Clinton, win, 
presidency 

How did Donald Trump win the US election? Donald, win, US Donald, Trump, win, 
election 

Who will win the US election 2016? US, win Win, election 

Who will be the next president? president president 

 
Table 3.2. Terms included in a search based on a query. 

 
As shown in Table 3.2 the search question with eight words will base the search on three or                  
four of those words as any stop word is filtered out in the indexing process and will not yield                   
any matches. On top of this the query does not need any word linking the query to the event,                   
such as “US” or “election” since the context is already known. This leads to a query of two to                   
three words when it originated with eight. 

3.3 Methods for evaluation 

In order to evaluate the performance of the NLP engine each SERP was compared to the                
results from the control engine. Queries aimed toward the “election results” would ideally             
provide articles written post-election while queries regarding “predictions” would provide          
articles written pre-election, based on this concept it was possible to make assumptions             
about the results and also to evaluate the performance of the engine. To facilitate the               
evaluation process each article was labeled Pre- or Post- depending on its release date. 
 
Since the positioning of a search result is very important [7], a simple point system was                
applied to the search results. The points were based on this article [10] that provides the                
traffic distribution, or click through rates (CTR) based on the position of search results from               
Google searches. The percentages provided by the article was used as points based on the               
result position. Articles ranked higher intuitively got more points while lower ranked articles             
got lower points. Based on pre- and post-election documents the points were summed up in               
two categories to simulate each category’s weight in the search. It is worth noting that these                
points were not a definitive decision but rather a visualisation from a Search Engine              
Optimization (SEO) viewpoint to analyse if the search results would gain the most focus in               
post- or pre-election documents. 
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4. Implementation 

This section presents how the NLP search engine was implemented. Since the prototype was              
used locally for experimental purposes, the application did not need asynchronous handling            
of indexing and searching, therefore, on execution, a search query was provided as input for               
the application. 
 

 

Figure 4: Flowchart of the prototype 

The two engines follow the same flowchart shown in Figure 4. The system starts by fetching                
and formatting the collection based on the engine type. Since the NLP engine focuses on               
triplets in a sentence rather than storing every word, the two engines differ in the process of                 
extracting words from the documents. The control engine formats the document, as            
explained in section 4.1, then separates all words in the document and removes any stop               
words found in this list [8]. The filtered list of words is then stemmed with a Porter stemmer                  
algorithm [19] and sent to the indexing process. Instead of separating each word after              
formatting, the NLP engine needs to analyse sentences and therefore the document is             
separated into sentences. Each sentence is then parsed to be able to extract potential triplets               
for indexing, this process is described in section 4.2. 
 
After formatting, each document is sent to the indexing process explained in section 4.3. The               
NLP engine uses an external source for its triplet extraction, this process requires REST-calls              
which increases the overall execution time. Because of this the index was stored in a file on                 
the first execution to avoid indexing the collection on future executions. 
 
Finally the application starts the information retrieval process which is explained in section             
4.4. The system retrieves relevant documents from the index that matches the query that was               
provided at the start of the application. By applying tf-idf and calculating the cosine              
similarity between the query and the selected documents the engine was able to provide a list                
of relevant search results. 
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4.1 Formatting the collection 

Before indexing, each document had to be formatted to avoid indexing any unwanted             
symbols, whitespaces or multiples of the same word. In order to format the collection each               
document was read from its file, then cleaned by a set of regular expressions and string                
replacement operations to remove or replace any unwanted symbols. Since the documents            
were a collection of news articles several documents used different font-styles and therefore             
different symbols for delimiters such as quotes or dashes. The majority of articles were              
written in spoken language and therefore symbols such as apostrophes were replaced with an              
unified symbol to avoid multiple variations of the same word in the index. 

4.2 Triplet extraction 

4.2.1 Parsing a sentence 

In order to extract subjects, predicates and objects each document had to be parsed to define                
the POS-tags and constituency tree of each sentence. Since parsing is a complex task that               
needs to handle a great amount of ambiguity the Stanford CoreNLP API was used to facilitate                
this process. The API was driven by a simple HTTP server and was accessed through a                
PHP-adapter developed by a third party [18]. After formatting a document each sentence was              
sent to the API individually and was later returned as a constituency parse tree. The parse                
tree was visualized as a list of nodes with necessary information such as index, parent index,                
POS-tags, the lemma and the original word. 

4.2.2 Searching the parse tree 

Since the parse tree returned from the PHP-adapter was visualized as a list, a simple               
backtracking function had to be implemented to be able to search the tree. The function               
iterates through the parents of the selected node and compares each parent with the              
specified root node, if any of the iterated parents match the specified root node, the child                
node is a descendant of that node. Searching a subtree was done by iterating the list to store                  
the root node of the subtree and then further iterating the list using the backtracking               
function to determine if the node is a descendant of the specified root node. 

4.2.3 Extraction 

Extraction of potential subjects, predicates and objects was done by using the method             
presented in this article [24]. The CoreNLP includes an Open IE method which yields the               
relations and potential triplets of a sentence but since this thesis focuses on indexing single               
words the triplet extraction algorithm was found more appropriate. To find the subject in a               
sentence a search is done in the NP subtree to find the first descendent that is a noun. The                   
predicate is found by selecting the deepest verb descendent of the VP subtree and the object                
can be found in three different subtrees descending from the same VP subtree. The object               
can either be the first noun in a PP or NP subtree or the first adjective in an ADJP subtree.                    
After extracting all triplets from a document each word was stemmed and sent to the               
indexing process. 
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4.3 Indexing 

Indexing was done by creating an inverted index [1] based on the words selected from each                
parsed document. Each word was stored as a key in a dictionary with an array of objects as                  
value. Each object in the array contains the document ID and the number of times the word                 
occurs in the document. Ideally an array of the positions of each occurrence could be added                
to allow phrase query searches but since the NLP engine only supports single word or free                
text queries it was not necessary for this thesis. The index was finally serialized and stored to                 
a file to avoid indexing the collection every time the program was executed. 

4.4 Searching 

Searching the index was done by entering a search query as input to the program. The query                 
is then separated into individual words, converted to lowercase and stemmed with the Porter              
stemmer to match the format of the index. In order to get a relevant result set only                 
documents including all search terms were retrieved, this was done by fetching all             
documents related to all search terms and only saving the set of documents intersecting with               
each term. 

4.4.1 Ranking documents 

tf-idf was used to rank and sort the selected documents. The tf was achieved by dividing the                 
number of times the term occurs in the document with the total number of terms in the                 
document. The idf of a term is the number of documents in the collection divided by the                 
document frequency (df) of a term, which in turn is the number of documents containing the                
term. The idf is calculated by taking the number of documents in the collection divided by                
the df of a term. This idf calculation considers all terms equally important and in order to                 
weigh down too frequently occurring terms and weigh up less frequent terms a logarithm is               
used. The final idf is calculated by applying the logarithm and adding 1.0 to the result to                 
normalize the value. Tf-idf is finally calculated by multiplying the tf and idf which derives a                
vector that can be used to find out the similarity between the documents. 
 
To rank the documents each tf-idf vector had to be compared to the query, this is done by                  
first calculating the tf-idf vector of the query itself and then calculating the cosine similarity               
between the document and the query vectors. The cosine similarity is calculated by taking              
the dot product of the query and document vectors divided by the multiplied absolute value               
of each vector. The cosine similarity provides a value between 0 and 1 in which higher values                 
represent a smaller angle between the vectors and therefore a higher similarity. 
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5. Results 

In this section the data collected from the experiment is presented and analysed. The              
distribution of words in the collection and the index is analysed, the number of search results                
are compared and a few search results are presented. Since the main focus of this thesis was                 
to analyse the SERP of a search there was no point in covering time complexities between the                 
indexing methods used by the two engines. The following tables show the distribution of              
words in the collection and a comparison between the two indexes, together with the number               
of average search results. Each table will be analysed in the following sections. 
 

 Pre-election Post-election Total 

Document word count 16 714 17 263 33 977 

 
5.1 The distribution of words over documents 

 
Table 5.1 shows the distribution of words in the collection. In total the collection contains               
33977 words which makes each document contain an average of 1133 words. The two              
categories was also compared to see if the distribution of words would differ and therefore               
influence the search results. The pre-election articles contained 16 714 words while the             
post-articles contained 17 263. This shows that the post-articles had an average of 36 more               
words, or about two to three more sentences in each document. 
 

 NLP Engine Control Engine 

Indexed words 3 099 8 519 

Words indexed from Pre-election documents 1399 4037 

Words indexed from Post-election documents 1700 4482 

 
5.2 The distribution of indexed words, detailed explanation in section 5.1 
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 NLP Engine Control Engine 

Number of search results from 30 queries 203 517 

Average results per search 7 17 

 
5.3 Number of search results 

 
Table 5.3 presents the number of average search results provided by the two engines. This               
information shows that the amount of words being indexed will directly affect the amount of               
search results. The control engine is able to constantly provide more than 10 results per               
search while the NLP Engine only provides an average of 7 results. 

5.1 Index 

As shown in Table 5.2 it is clear that the NLP engine index less words than the control                  
engine. Based on the information shown in Table 5.1 the control engine index 25% and the                
NLP engine index 9% of the total amount of words in the collection. The main reason behind                 
this is that at its current state, the NLP engine can only index a maximum of three words per                   
sentence while the control engine index any word that is not a stop word.  
 
Table 5.1 shows that the pre-election documents make up for 49.2% of the total amount of                
words, which makes the distribution between the two categories slightly uneven. Ideally, the             
distribution of words in the index would be the same as the documents but it turns out it is                   
not. The control engine only index 47% of words from pre-election documents and the NLP               
engine 45%. The reason behind this is that documents written pre-election included polls             
and statistics rather than telling a story, which was prominent in the post-election             
documents. Because of this, many numbers are filtered out along with sentences that lack              
semantical meaning. 

5.2 Search results 

Table 5.4 to 5.6 shows the SERP provided by the engines based on different queries. The                
analysed results have been selected to show the strengths and weaknesses of the NLP based               
search engine and the results show queries aimed toward pre- or post-election articles. 
 
Table 5.4 shows the SERP of the query “won” which could be an abbreviation of the query                 
“Who won the US election 2016”, but since the context is known and any stop words are                 
removed the query can be limited to one word. The ratio of post- and pre-election articles                
favors the post-election articles for the NLP engine while the control engine favors             
pre-election articles. The control engine shows that the sought out word is most prominent              
in pre-election articles but the NLP engine shows that the word is most important in               
post-election articles. 
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 NLP Engine Control Engine 

1 Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump 
pulled off unexpected victory over 
Hillary Clinton 

Post - Donald Trump returns to his home 
after shock US election victory 

2 Post - Historic election shocker. 
Donald Trump wins, to become 45th 
US president 

Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this 
week 

3 Post - How Donald Trump won the 
election 

Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential 
election 

4 Post - Republicans who opposed 
Donald Trump have now congratulated 

Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 

5 Post - Trump wins US election, How 
world leaders have reacted 

Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is 
going to win 

6 Post - US Elections in English. Trump 
wins 

Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory 
estimated in final projection 

7 Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class 
Whites 

Pre - My predictions for Election Day 

8 Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s 
going to lose 

Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going 
To End 

9 Pre - Election Eve Predictions Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump 
by 4 Points in Latest Poll 

10 Pre - Five scenarios that could play out 
this week 

Pre - Election Eve Predictions 

 
Table 5.4. Top ten search results for the query “won” 
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Table 5.5 shows the SERP of the query “president”, which intuitively was aimed at articles               
written post-election. The ratio between pre- and post-election articles were 4 to 6 while the               
control engine had 8 to 2. Based on the point system from section 3.3, that visualises the                 
importance of the release date of a document, the post-election articles had a CTR of 87%                
from the NLP engine while the control engine had a rate of 55%. This information shows that                 
the word “president” occurs more times in documents written before the election as provided              
by the control engine. The NLP engine on the other hand shows a majority of post-election                
articles and the CTR is also favoring those articles. What this shows is that the word is more                  
prominent in the pre-election articles but has a higher semantical value in articles written              
after the election. In pre-election articles the focus is directed toward the election process,              
the voters and statistics, whereas the post-election articles are focused on the newly elected              
president, indicating that the proposed method is able to identify and evaluate context. 
 

 NLP Engine Control Engine 

1 Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, 
hails beautiful and important win 

Post - Donald Trump returns to his home 
after shock US election victory 

2 Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. 
the winners and losers around the world 

Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win 
in White House race 

3 Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump 
pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary 
Clinton 

Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential 
election 

4 Post - How Donald Trump won the US 
election 

Pre - Who Will Be President 
 

5 Post - Republicans who opposed Donald 
Trump have now congratulated 

Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 

6 Post - Trump wins US election, How 
world leaders have reacted 

Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is 
going to win 

7 Pre - Election Eve Predictions Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory 
estimated in final projection 

8 Pre - Five scenarios that could play out 
this week 

Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going 
To End 

9 Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of 
victory estimated in final projection 

Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump 
by 4 Points in Latest Poll 

10 Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is 
going to win 

Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this 
week 

 
Table 5.5. Top ten search results for the query “president” 
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Table 5.6 shows SERP of the query “predictions” that were aimed at articles written before               
the election. The control engine has an even distribution of pre- and post-election with a               
ratio of 4 to 6 and the CTR is 76% for post-election articles, which makes them more                 
important from a SEO viewpoint. The NLP engine has four pre-election articles in total,              
which indicates that the word has no semantical importance in articles written post-election.             
The lack of search results provided by the NLP engine is due to the low amount of indexed                  
words, which in turn provides a lower amount of search results, see Table 5.3. 
 
The seventh result from the control engine does not show up in the NLP engine results even                 
though the title contains the sought out word. This shows that even though a word is present                 
in an article it might not be extracted and indexed because it was not part of a triplet in that                    
particular sentence. This feature helps improve the ranking process and helps define the             
context of a document but a lot of information is left out which makes some articles excluded                 
from the result that may be of value. 
 

 NLP Engine Control Engine 

1 Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the 
Unthinkable happens 

Post - Donald Trump returns to his home 
after shock US election victory 

2 Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going 
To End 

Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, 
hails beautiful and important win 

3 Pre - My predictions for Election Day Post - How Donald Trump won the 
election 

4 Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of 
victory estimated in final projection 

Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class 
Whites 

5  Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the 
Unthinkable happens 

6  Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going 
to lose 

7  Pre - Election Eve Predictions 

8  Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this 
week 

9  Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going 
To End 

10  Pre - My predictions for Election Day 

 
5.6 Top ten search results for the query “predictions” 
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5.3 Result evaluation 

The experiment included 30 queries directed at three different contexts. 20 queries were             
aimed at either pre- or post-election documents while 10 queries were aimed towards             
ambiguous terms, such as names or locations that could be included in all articles. Both               
engines tend to focus their searches within the same context but in some cases they provide                
opposite results, which highlight any advantages and disadvantages of the NLP engine. 
 
Ambiguous search terms would ideally provide an even distribution of pre- and post-election             
articles but the NLP engine tends to focus on a specific context. This shows that the engine is                  
able to identify the context in which an ambiguous term is deemed most important. This               
feature can not be viewed as an improvement since a query generally includes some sort of                
context to link the keywords to a time or an event, but it confirms that triplets can be used to                    
help identify context. 
 
The NLP engine relies solely on extracted triplets which is not a feasible solution as it                
excludes information during the indexing process. Queries like “white house” does not            
provide any results because, at its current state, only the word “house” has been indexed.               
This affects a search as all words in the query have to exist in an article for them to be listed.                     
This affects the result drastically as queries with multiple words or longer phrases never find               
any articles containing all terms. Despite its drawbacks regarding indexing, the NLP engine             
performs surprisingly well, the results shown in Table 5.4 to 5.6 prove that triplets can be                
integrated in a search engine as the engine occasionally performs better than the traditional              
method. 
 
At its current state, the engines ability to provide search results is very limited. Because of its                 
small index searching often results in just a few, or no articles at all, which is not suitable for                   
a search engine. This makes the performance of the engine somewhat inconclusive as it is               
able to increase the value of a search but is not able to provide enough search results to prove                   
its potential. Because of this the proposed method would better suit as an additional              
weighting method used in the ranking process of documents rather than the indexing             
process. Since the tf-idf method used in traditional engines weighs the occurrences of a term               
in a document the extracted triplets could serve as an additional weight. A term that is                
present in a document, as well as being part of a triplet, should increase the importance of                 
the document. This would lead to a result where documents containing any subject,             
predicate or object of the search term would weigh more than documents just containing the               
term where it is not a triplet. 
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6. Conclusion 

This thesis investigates the performance of a search engine that uses NLP methods compared              
to a traditional search engine to see if the use of triplets could help define the context of a                   
search and improve search results. To test this a simple search engine that used NLP               
methods to index a collection was implemented. The search results were compared with the              
results from an implemented secondary search engine that used the traditional “bag of             
words” indexing method. In terms of indexed words the proposed method indexed 9% of the               
total amount of words whereas the control engine indexed 25%. Because of the low number               
of indexed words the proposed method also provided a lower amount of search results with               
an average of 7 results per question compared to the control engine that provided 17. 
 
After investigating the results, and taking into account the amount of words indexed along              
with the number of search results, it is clear that the proposed method performs worse than                
the control engine when it comes to the size of the index. If the attention is directed towards                  
the quality of the search results the performance becomes a matter of opinion. The engine               
generally provides a more focused search result based on context, that is, a search result will                
usually contain a majority of articles written either pre- or post-election whereas the             
traditional method provides a mix of both. This behavior proves that NLP can be integrated               
in a search that partially answers the second research question. The issue is that the indexing                
process excludes a majority of information which makes searching very hard as the amount              
of search terms becomes very limited. The engines ability to focus a search is an               
improvement over the traditional method but its inability to provide a sufficient amount of              
results makes the method better suited as an additional weighting method during the             
ranking of documents. To answer the research questions presented in section 1.1: 
 

RQ1: The engine is indexing the collection by parsing and extracting potential triplets            
from each document. This is followed by a simple keyword based search with tf-idf              
as the document ranking method. 
 

RQ2: By integrating the extraction of triplets into the ranking process instead of the             
indexing process the engine would have a fully extensive index and be able to              
weigh documents based on tf-idf as well as the semantical meaning of each term. 
 

RQ3: The NLP Engine generates a smaller index and fewer search results than the             
control engine but is able to provide similar, and in some cases, better results. 
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6.1 Future work 

The search engine uses a triplet extraction algorithm that extracts a maximum of three              
words, a subject, a predicate and an object. This means that any subject or object in a                 
sentence containing multiple words such as “white house” or “Mr. Trump” would only             
extract the last word in the phrase even though all keywords are necessary to help define the                 
context of the sentence or document. The Open IE method provided by the Stanford              
CoreNLP is able to extract complete phrases, which would solve this problem, but since the               
performance of the method was unstable and often returned no triplets at all it was never                
used. A solution to use the Open IE method and assuring that no sentence would be excluded                 
would be to use Open IE as a primary extraction tool and if it fails, use the current method as                    
a backup method. 
 
Based on the chosen queries, there is still a lot of ambiguity affecting the evaluation process.                
In Table 5.5 the query could be interpreted as “Who will be the next president” or “Who                 
became the new president”, meaning that the question could be aimed at two different              
contexts based on the stop words that were filtered out in the indexing process. Since the                
engine does not have an advanced system that recognizes the direction of the question,              
regarding past or future, it is something that needs to be further analysed. This problem can                
be seen in example 5.6 as well, as the question could be posed “how did the predictions get it                   
wrong”, which ideally would provide results written post-election. 
 
Since the engine does not use any advanced methods for handling queries, such as analysing               
search history, recognising questions, using location recognition or using query expansion, it            
does not handle longer search queries well. The indexing process excludes such a large              
amount of words that queries with three or more words seldom provides any documents as               
all terms cannot be found in the same document. Since the proposed method only index               
about 9% of the original collection, as shown in section 5.1, the engine would benefit from                
using query expansion as a way to widen the search. 
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8. Appendix 

This chapter includes all valuable SERP’s provided by the two engines. Each dataset is              
introduced by the query, followed by the top ten search results provided by the NLP engine                
and the control engine. 
 
Query: president 
NLP Engine:  
1. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
2. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
3. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton 
4. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
5. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
6. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
7. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
8. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
9. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
10. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
3. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
4. Pre - Who Will Be President 
5. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
6. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
8. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
9. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
10. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
 
Query: next president 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
3. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
4. Pre - Who Will Be President 
5. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
6. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
8. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
9. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
10. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
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Query: president-elect 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
2. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
3. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
4. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
3. Post - Donald Trump wins. Thousands of Americans take to streets to protest 
4. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton 
5. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
6. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
7. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
8. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
9. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
10. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
 
Query: trump 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
2. Pre - Who Will Be President 
3. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
4. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
5. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
6. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
7. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
8. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
9. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
10. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
5. Pre - Who Will Be President 
6. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
7. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
8. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
9. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
10. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
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Query: clinton 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
2. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
3. Pre - Who Will Be President 
4. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
5. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
6. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
7. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
8. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
9. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
10. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
5. Pre - Who Will Be President 
6. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
7. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
8. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
9. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
10. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
 
Query: trump president 
NLP Engine:  
1. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
2. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
3. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
4. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
5. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
6. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton 
7. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
8. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
9. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
10. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
2. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
3. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
4. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
5. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
6. Post - Donald Trump wins. Thousands of Americans take to streets to protest 
7. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
8. Post - Shattered-looking Hillary Clinton tells supporters to accept shock result 
9. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
10. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
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Query: clinton president 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
2. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hilary Clinton 
3. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
4. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
5. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
6. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
7. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
3. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
4. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
5. Post - Donald Trump wins. Thousands of Americans take to streets to protest 
6. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
7. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
8. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
9. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
10. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
 
Query: predictions 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
2. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
3. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
4. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
3. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
4. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
5. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
6. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
7. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
8. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
9. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
10. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
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Query: polls 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
3. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
4. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
5. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
6. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
7. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
8. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
9. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
10. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
5. Pre - Who Will Be President 
6. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
7. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
8. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
9. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
10. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
 
Query: result 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
2. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
3. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
4. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
5. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
6. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
3. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
4. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
5. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
6. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
7. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
8. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
9. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
10. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
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Query: final results 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
2. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
3. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
4. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
5. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
6. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
2. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
3. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
4. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
5. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
6. Post - Shattered-looking Hillary Clinton tells supporters to accept shock result 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
8. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
9. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
10. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
 
Query: trump chance 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
2. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
2. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
3. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
4. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
5. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
6. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
7. Pre - Who Will Be President 
8. Post - Shattered-looking Hillary Clinton tells supporters to accept shock result 
9. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
10. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
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Query: clinton chance 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
2. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
2. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
3. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
4. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
5. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
6. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
7. Pre - Who Will Be President 
8. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton 
9. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
10. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
 
Query: who won 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton 
2. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
3. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
4. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
5. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
6. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
7. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
8. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
9. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
10. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
3. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
4. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
5. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
6. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
7. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
8. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
9. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
10. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
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Query: who lost 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hilary Clinton 
2. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
3. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
2. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
3. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
4. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
5. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
6. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
 
Query: united states 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
2. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
2. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
3. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
4. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
5. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
6. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
7. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hilary Clinton 
8. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
9. Pre - Who Will Be President 
10. Post - Donald Trump wins. Thousands of Americans take to streets to protest 
 
Query: america 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
3. Post - Donald Trump wins. Thousands of Americans take to streets to protest 
4. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hilary Clinton 
5. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
6. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
7. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
8. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
9. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
10. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
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Query: white house 
NLP Engine: 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - Who Will Be President 
2. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
3. Post - Donald Trump wins. Thousands of Americans take to streets to protest 
4. Post - Republicans who opposed Donald Trump have now congratulated 
5. Post - Shattered-looking Hillary Clinton tells supporters to accept shock result 
6. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
7. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
8. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
9. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
10. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
 
Query: advantage 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
3. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
2. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
3. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
4. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
5. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
6. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
7. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
 
Query: expected 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
2. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
3. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
4. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
5. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
2. Post - How Donald Trump won the US election 
3. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
4. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
5. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
6. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
7. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
8. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
9. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
10. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
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Query: unexpected 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
2. Post - Four reasons why Donald Trump pulled off unexpected victory over Hilary Clinton 
3. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
4. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
 
Query: voters 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
2. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
3. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
4. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
5. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
6. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
7. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
5. Pre - Who Will Be President 
6. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
8. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
9. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
10. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
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Query: voting 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
2. Post - Shattered-looking Hillary Clinton tells supporters to accept shock result 
3. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
4. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
5. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
6. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
7. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
8. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
9. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
10. Pre - Who Will Be President 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
5. Pre - Who Will Be President 
6. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
7. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
8. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
9. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
10. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
 
Query: scenario 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
2. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
2. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
3. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
4. Pre - Who Will Be President 
 
Query: opportunities 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Historic election shocker. Donald Trump wins, to become 45th US president 
2. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
3. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
4. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
5. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
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Query: campaign 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump’s election victory. the winners and losers around the world 
2. Post - Shattered-looking Hillary Clinton tells supporters to accept shock result 
3. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
4. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
5. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
6. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
7. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
8. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
9. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Post - With Donald Trump’s Win. Clinton and Obama Call for smooth transition 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who Will Be President 
5. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
6. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
7. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
8. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
9. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
10. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
 
Query: analysis 
NLP Engine: 
1. Pre - Donald Trump polls show hes going to lose 
2. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - How Donald Trump won the election 
2. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
3. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
4. Pre - Who Will Be President 
5. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
 
Query: arguments 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
2. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
3. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
2. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
3. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
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Query: race 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - Trump wins US election, How world leaders have reacted 
2. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
3. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
Control Engine: 
1. Post - Donald Trump returns to his home after shock US election victory 
2. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
3. Pre - Will Donald Trump stun the world 
4. Pre - Who Will Be President 
5. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
6. Pre - US Election Day predictions. Who is going to win 
7. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
8. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
9. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
10. Post - Donald Trump wins the presidency, hails beautiful and important win 
 
Query: trump clinton 
NLP Engine: 
1. Post - US Elections in English. Trump wins 
2. Pre - Five scenarios that could play out this week 
3. Pre - Who Will Be President 
4. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
5. Post - World reacts to Trump’s upset win in White House race 
6. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
7. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
8. Pre - Who will win the 2016 presidential election 
9. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
10. Pre - Predictions from astrologers around the world 
Control Engine: 
1. Pre - Hillary Clinton Leads Donald Trump by 4 Points in Latest Poll 
2. Pre - Clinton Is Favored to Win unless the Unthinkable happens 
3. Pre - Who Will Be President 
4. Pre - Election Eve Predictions 
5. Pre - What Happens If the Election Is a Tie 
6. Post - Why Trump Won, Working Class Whites 
7. Pre - How I Think This Election Is Going To End 
8. Pre - Trump or Clinton. Chances of victory estimated in final projection 
9. Pre - Donald Trump polls show he’s going to lose 
10. Pre - My predictions for Election Day 
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